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“Whoever works is in fashion must be ready and prepared for change. Fashion is about 

change, it never stays the same.” 

- Planning Manager, L3 

 

“We work day and night in this business!” 

- CEO, M, a Saturday afternoon following intense discussions with employees before com-

mencing the interview. 

 

“China is a big super market; we are the [convenience store].” 

- CEO, M 

  



 

 

Abstract 

Swedish title: Klädtillverkning i Istanbul – En resurs-baserad studie om Istanbuls kläd-

tillverkare och deras strategier 

English title: Istanbul Apparel Manufacturing Strategy – A resource-based case study 

Completed (year): 2014  

Author: Simon Robert Bo Daniel Campeau 

Supervisor: Martin Behre 

Language: English 

 

Purpose: Finding which resources and capabilities are deployed among Istanbul-based 

apparel manufacturers, evaluating to what extent they are tangible, intangible as well as capa-

bilities as well as lastly analysing them according to the valuable, rare, inimitable and non-

substitutable framework.  

Design/methodology: The research design consists of a case study held at several 

firms. Empirical data was collected using semi-structured interviews. 

Empirical data: Empirical data was primarily collected at nine different apparel manu-

facturers within the greater Istanbul region.  

Conclusion: Conclusions show that within the bundles of resources and capabilities, a 

large variation was noted with high international competitiveness. However there are areas 

such as design and quality which could be continuously developed among firms. In the end, 

whatever bundle of resources and capabilities a firm has, it’s the end price that speaks. 

 

Keywords: Istanbul, Turkey, apparel, manufacturing, strategy, strategies, resources, capa-

bilities, resource-based view, RBV  



 

 

Sammanfattning 

Svensk titel: Klädtillverkning i Istanbul – En resurs-baserad studie om Istanbuls klädtill-

verkare och deras strategier 

Engelsk titel: Istanbul Apparel Manufacturing Strategy – A resource-based case study 

Färdigställd (år): 2014  

Författare: Simon Robert Bo Daniel Campeau  

Handledare: Martin Behre  

Språk: Engelska 

 

Syfte: Att finna vilka resurser och kompetenser som utnyttjas ibland Istanbul-baserade 

klädtillverkare samt att utvärdera till vilken grad de är materiella, immateriella eller kompe-

tenser samt analysera resurser och kompetenser utifrån VRIN. 

Design/metod: Undersökningsmodellen utgörs av en fallstudie på ett antal företag och 

empiri har samlats genom semistrukturerade intervjuer. 

Empiri: Empiri har bl.a. samlats in vid besök hos nio olika klädtillverkare i Istanbul stad.  

Slutsatser: Slutsatser visar att en god variation på resurser och kompetenser återfinns hos 

klädtillverkare vilka därigenom håller en hög internationellt konkurrensmässig nivå. Dock 

finns omården såsom design och kvalitet som fortsatt kan utvecklas hos företagen. I slutändan 

visar det sig att trots det ovannämnda styr slutspriset med järnhand. 

 

Nyckelord: Istanbul, Turkiet, beklädnad, klädtillverkning, tillverkare, strategi, strategier, 

resurser, kompetenser, resursbaserad teori, RBV   
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1 Introduction 

 

This thesis studies Istanbul-based apparel manufacturers’ strategies with the aim of identify-

ing resources and capabilities and to what extent they are sustainable. Constructs derived 

from the school of the Resource-Based View are used. In general, Turkey is a large and well-

known apparel manufacturing country but changing market demands and conditions for firms 

involved is a possible risk for loosing competitive advantage. This highlights the importance 

of this thesis. Furthermore there is no previous research investigating Istanbul apparel manu-

facturers from a resource-based view and especially not by investigating firms’ unique cur-

rent strategies as well as resources and capabilities. Below, a brief modern history as well as 

the current state and challenges of the Turkish apparel industry in general are presented. 

 

1.1 Background 

 

Turkey has a long textile and apparel manufacturing tradition. In the 1980s Turkey shifted up 

and started exporting partly as an effect of liberalisation policies initiated by IMF and the 

World Bank (Öz, 2002). The industry grew tremendously and became leading in the niche of 

full-package manufacturing (Neidik, Gereffi 2006). In the 1990s, Turkey was a leading ex-

porter of apparel to the EU largely as an effect of signing a customs union agreement in 1996, 

facilitating exports to the EU. In the 2000s, Turkey began focusing more on brand develop-

ment and design and today has some internationally recognizable brands such as Mavi and 

Sarar (Culpan & Ekin 2009; Tokatli & Kizilgun 2004; Tokatli 2007). The government has 

been supporting through export subsidies and employee conditions have improved (Culpan & 

Ekin 2009; Karabag, Lau & Suvankulov 2014). Also business associations have been support-

ing (Neidik, Gereffi 2006). 

Today, Turkey reaps advantages from its geographical position, lying proximate to its largest 

export market, the EU-countries. Turkey’s total clothing and apparel exports amounted to 

over US$ 17.5 billion in 2013 (almost 12% of total exports). This makes Turkey the fifth 

largest apparel exporter in the world (Karabag, Lau & Suvankulov 2014). Turkey is consid-

ered to have numerous competitive advantages within their apparel manufacturing industry 

which they are known for; flexibility, speed, efficiency and being hard-working (Tokatli 

2008). The workforce is plentiful and consists of highly qualified labourers. A prime area of 

competence is knitwear as well as production of cotton and man-made fibers (Tokatli & 

Kizilgun 2009). As exporters they are known for having vertical capacities for upgrading and 

including higher value-added functions (Karabag, Lau & Suvankulov 2014). Furthermore 

Turkey is the 8
th

 largest cotton producer in the world with a little more than 500 000 tons pro-

duced every year. Turkish apparel manufacturers also follow ISO and European environ-

mental standards. The government still supports the industry in many ways, both through sub-

sidies but also through the branding program Turquality, strengthening the image of “Made in 

Turkey” (Eren-Erdogmus, Cobanoglu, Yalcin & Ghauri 2010). 
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However, the industry is changing with increasingly demanding customers. Within especially 

fast fashion; a sourcing strategy consisting of several seasons per year as well as short lead 

times, suppliers become highly dependent of buyers and unpredictable, last-minute, irregular 

orders create challenges (Tokatli, Wrigley & Kizilgun 2008). Furthermore, shifting market 

conditions are a fact (Culpan & Ekin 2009). Turkish wages are comparatively high; US$ 

4.5/hour compared to China’s at a little less than half or Pakistan’s US$ 0.58 (Werner Interna-

tional Management Consultants 2011). Another current issue is that Russia for many years 

has been dependant on imports from Turkey largely through an illegal trade. This trade is 

largely decreasing; the Russian apparel industry is developing (Culpan & Ekin 2009). 

In many cases, Turkish apparel manufacturers are small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and 

still family-owned (Culpan & Ekin 2009). This inhibits them from creating economies of 

scale. From a strategic point of view, the management has very little education and under-

standing for marketing and management. Managers of apparel manufacturing firms in Turkey 

were found to be largely unaware of changing external factors and were unstructured with no 

clear strategy (Culpan & Ekin 2009). A low cost strategy is often used and only few consider 

differentiation as a measure for creating competitive advantage (Culpan & Ekin 2009). 

This thesis investigates which current strategies Turkish apparel manufacturers have and to 

what extent resources and capabilities are strategically valuable. Turkish apparel manufactur-

ers must realise globally changing demands and incorporate these strategically valuable re-

sources and capabilities in their strategies. In the 1990’s, high quality and short lead times 

compensated for the high costs but these advantages are diminishing with increased globalisa-

tion (Neidik & Gereffi 2006). 

 

1.2 Previous research 

 

The following section presents previous research in the field of apparel manufacturers’ strate-

gies and general manufacturers’ strategies from a resource-based view and from a non-

resource-based view. 

 

Several studies have been made on the Turkish apparel industry’s competitiveness (Culpan & 

Ekin 2009; Karabag, Lau & Suvankulov 2014; Kok & Coban 2005; Neidik & Gereffi 2006; 

Öz 2002) and the new demands that apparel manufacturers have to face today for survival, 

many with focus on fast fashion (Tokatli, Wrigley & Kizilgun 2008; Tokatli & Kizilgun 

2009). Examples of new and greater demands that are placed upon apparel manufacturers are 

speed, punctuality, flexibility in specialised fields and even becoming responsible for aes-

thetical decisions such as design. The Turkish suppliers have no choice but to cope with the 

changes or they risk not surviving. Karabag, Lau & Suvankulov (2014), state that innovation 

and R&D create sustainable competitiveness in combination with Culpan & Ekin’s (2009) 

suggestions of intellectual property such as fashion design or the physical asset advanced 

technology (Tokatli & Kizilgun 2010). Turkish apparel manufacturers have to some extent 

also engaged in upgrading their business models, i.e. forward or backward integration. In the 

apparel manufacturing industry this refers to upgrading from e.g. a Full Package manufacturer 
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(procuring fabric, cutting or knitting, sewing and finishing a garment) to an Original Design 

manufacturer (also engaging in the apparel design). 

Only to some extent does research on apparel manufacturers/the apparel manufacturing indus-

try from a resource-based view exist (Ha-Brookshire & Lee 2011; Chang & Ha-Brookshire 

2011; Cao, Berkeley & Finlay 2014). These are all quantitative studies on the link between 

resources and capabilities and performance and/or competitive advantage. Findings in relation 

to an industry lifecycle analysis show that along with an industry entering the maturity/decline 

stage the more textile and apparel firms tend to engage in retailing, designing and marketing. 

This explains the case of Turkish apparel manufacturing industry as well (Culpan & Ekin 

2009; Tokatli 2007; Tokatli & Kizilgun 2004; Tokatli & Kizilgun 2009). 

Most of previous research on apparel manufacturing strategies focuses on the perspective of a 

nations’ competitiveness within the apparel manufacturing industry, not from a resource-

based view but rather based on Porter's (1980, 1985) theories (Jin & Moon 2006; Lau, To, 

Zhang & Chen 2009; Mastamet-Mason & Kachieng'a 2012). Several previous articles on ap-

parel industries’ general competitive advantages, have been published on e.g. China, Korea 

and Kenya (Jin & Moon 2006; Lau, To, Zhang & Chen 2009; Mastamet-Mason & Kachieng'a 

2012). Findings suggest that for competitive advantage, firms should engage in technology 

upgrading, utilizing industry clusters, market segmentation, responding to domestic market 

demands through engaging in activities such as design for reaching niche markets, innovation, 

diversification of products and markets as well as agility. 

 

1.3 Problem discussion 

 

Turkish apparel manufacturers cannot continue to rely on a non-sustainable low cost strategy 

with the comparatively high labour cost, electricity costs and rents. Culpan & Ekin (2009) 

conclude that the Turkish apparel manufacturing industry isn’t sufficiently market-oriented 

and largely follows a low cost strategy. A low cost strategy cannot alone create sustainable 

competitive advantage (Öz, 2002; Jin & Moon 2006; Barney 1991). If ever an advantage, it 

can easily be implemented by competitors using global sourcing (Barney 1991; Jin & Moon 

2006). As stated several times, the strengths of Turkish apparel manufacturers are many. 

However, it remains to be investigated to what extent the bundle of resources and capabilities 

deployed by Istanbul-based apparel manufacturers are tangible/intangible as well as fulfil the 

criteria for being strategically valuable (Collis & Montgomery, 1995). 

 

1.4 Purpose and problem formulation 

 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the strategies of Turkish apparel firms in greater 

Istanbul and assess which resources and capabilities are predominant/less dominant, to what 

extent they are tangible/less tangible and if these are strategically valuable, i.e. to what extent 

do they fulfill criteria for sustainable competitive advantage. 
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 What current strategies do Istanbul’s apparel manufacturers have, i.e. which re-

sources and capabilities are deployed? To what extent can the resources and capabili-

ties deployed be considered intangible, tangible or organisational resources? 

 To what extent are resources and capabilities strategically valuable (according to the 

Valuable, Rare, Inimitable and Non-substitutable framework)? 
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2 Theoretical framework 

 

Below, a theoretical framework is provided with general background information on the Re-

source-based view as well as resources and capabilities. Furthermore, definitions of the op-

erationalisations used follow. These operationalisations primarily stem from previous re-

search but some are re-interpreted to correspond to the context of apparel manufacturing 

firms. The resource attributes or criteria for reaching potential sustainable competitive ad-

vantage (in this thesis, the Valuable, Rare, Inimitable and Non-substitutable framework) are 

thereafter presented. The theoretical framework is the basis for the interview guide as well as 

for the analysis. The resources and capabilities used, derive from operationalisations of re-

sources and capabilities in existing fields of research. Thereafter criteria for strategically 

valuable resources, i.e. resources leading to sustainable competitive advantage are discussed. 

Additionally to the above mentioned, findings from a pre-study with a Swedish fashion cus-

tomer of Turkish apparel goods as well as background information on the Turkish apparel 

manufacturing industry deriving from the Vice President of the Clothing Manufacturer’s As-

sociation of Turkey (TGSD) are used as basis for the analysis. 

 

The theoretical framework begins with three of the most common dimensions of manufactur-

ing strategy (Lin, Moore, Kincade & Avery 2002). Thereafter common recurring resources 

and capabilities from previous research are presented. Originally the used resources and 

capabilities are grouped into different categories by the different scholars they derive from. 

Due to not all resources and capabilities being applicable for the apparel manufacturing in-

dustry, these are regrouped into five categories which also are inspired by categories from 

previous research. The categories are: ‘The dimensions of manufacturing strategy’, ‘Physical 

resources’, ‘Organisational resources’, ‘Human capital resources’ and finally ‘Capabilities’. 

A summary of resources and capabilities as well as which scholars discuss them can be found 

in Appendix 1. 

 

2.1 Dimensions of manufacturing strategy 

 

Here, the most common dimensions of manufacturing strategy are presented as well as their 

connection to the textile manufacturing industry. 

 

2.1.1 Delivery 

 

In the context of apparel manufacturing strategy, Lin, Moore, Kincade & Avery (2002) define 

‘delivery’ as speed and customer service. Chang & Ha-Brookshire (2011) as well as Ha-
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Brookshire & Lee (2011) use the indicator ’Quick delivery’ in their textile manufacturing-

related studies and categorise them as ’Production capabilities’.  

 

2.1.2 Quality 

 

According to Lin, Moore, Kincade & Avery (2002), ‘quality’ is defined as the conformance to 

customer’s needs. Quality control is a fundamental resource according to Cao, Berkeley & 

Finlay (2014) and is also used as an indicator in Chang & Ha-Brookshire (2011). Previous 

research on Korean apparel manufacturers shows that when leaving a low-cost strategy and 

shifting towards differentiation, there is a greater emphasis on quality (Ha-Brookshire & Lee 

2011). 

 

2.1.3 Flexibility 

 

Strategic adaptability is considered a managerial process and leads to firm performance ac-

cording to Cao, Berkeley & Finlay (2004) as opposed to e.g. operational processes that are 

required for basic operations. Tokatli, Wrigley & Kizilgun (2008) mention that Turkish ap-

parel manufacturers, especially within fast fashion must be able to handle unpredictable, last-

minute, irregular orders which is why this process should be investigated with certain regard. 

Jin & Moon (2006) state that agility in the apparel manufacturing industry leads to competi-

tive advantage. These constructs are investigated with the indicators flexibility, e.g. agility 

and quick response as well as short product development cycle which according to Amit & 

Schoemaker (1993) is a capability developed through physical, human and technological re-

sources. According to Dess, Lumpkin & Eisner (2010), flexibility in manufacturing processes 

are considered an organisational capability meaning a sort of competency or skill. These are 

neither tangible nor intangible. As a measure of flexibility in manufacturing, minimum vol-

ume has been added as an aspect of investigation. 

 

2.2 The Resource-Based View of a firm 

 

The resource-based view is a well-regarded theory in the field of strategic management. The 

resource-based view takes in account both an internal perspective by identifying firm re-

sources as well as an external perspective by setting resources in relation to the firm environ-

ment (Dess, Lumpkin & Eisner 2010). The potential of reaching sustainable competitive ad-

vantage is found through evaluating to what extent resources are valuable, rare, inimitable and 

non-substitutable (Dess, Lumpkin & Eisner 2010). Collis & Montgomery (1995) refer to these 

as strategically valuable resources and capabilities. The deployment of a bundle of strategi-
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cally valuable resources and capabilities leads to either temporary competitive advantage or 

sustainable competitive advantage. Several different scholars’ views have been combined in 

this framework to fit the apparel industry. 

 

2.2.1 Resources 

 

 Amit & Schoemaker (1993) define resources as “stocks of available factors that are owned or 

controlled by the firm”. Resources are furthermore the inputs into production processes that 

are converted into products or services (Grant 1991). According to Newbert (2007), resources 

do not alone receive support in previous studies for leading to performance and/or competitive 

advantage until after being deployed. 

There are tangible resources, intangible/less tangible resources as well as capabilities (Barney 

1991). Amit & Schoemaker (1993) state that capabilities are also intangible but not consid-

ered actual resources; rather tools for engaging resources within a firm. Amit & Schoemaker 

(1993) claim tangible resources are tradable and non-specific to a firm and can therefore not 

create competitive advantage in the same way that firm-specific capabilities can due to their 

non-imitable nature. Due to their competitive nature, intangible assets and capabilities are 

more difficult to imitate and thus should be given more attention in future research according 

to Amit & Schoemaker (1993). 

 

Physical resources 

Amit & Schoemaker’s (1993) category of physical resources is used along with the sub-

resources of ‘plants’ (Barney 1991) and ‘equipment’ (Barney & Clark 2007) which are con-

sidered tangible resources (Barney & Clark 2007). The sub-resource ‘equipment’ is used for 

investigating technology in firms which also can be considered an own category according to 

Amit & Schoemaker (1993). Ha-Brookshire & Lee (2011) use the general category of physi-

cal resources in their study on the Korean apparel industry as well. 

 

Organisational resources 

Organisational resources are mentioned as a category by Barney (1991) and Amit & Schoe-

maker (1993). Barney & Clark (2007) refer to this category as organisational capital re-

sources. These are all less tangible resources. The first sub-resource among the organisational 

resources investigated is ‘firm culture’ (Barney 1991). As previously stated it is intangible 

and difficult to imitate due to its social complexity (Dess, Lumpkin & Eisner 2010). 

‘Fashion degree’; a resource categorised as an organisational knowledge and learning re-

source in Chang’s & Ha-Brookshire’s (2011) study on the Chinese textile and apparel indus-

try. However, in this very thesis, fashion degree is regrouped into the category organisational 

resources. 
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‘Product breadth’ is categorised as an organisational knowledge and learning resource in 

Chang & Ha-Brookshire (2011) and reflects a firm’s ability to manufacture a wide range of 

goods. Here it is regrouped to be included in organisational resources. 

 

Reputation 

Reputation is a main category defined by Amit & Schoemaker (1993). It is an intangible 

(Galbreath 2005) and non-tradable resource built up by a firm (Diedrickx & Cool 1989). 

Reputation is considered socially complex and therefore difficult to imitate; fulfilling the at-

tribute or criterion inimitable in the Valuable, Rare, Inimitable and Non-substitutable-

framework. This means that it can be essential in shaping a sustainable competitive advan-

tage. 

 

Human capital resources 

Human capital, as Newbert (2007) calls it, is the most commonly used operationalisation of 

resources among resource-based view scholars. In this thesis, the sub-resource ‘skilled 

worker’ is used. It is a resource considered fundamental in Cao, Berkeley & Finlay’s (2014) 

study on the Chinese clothing industry. A similar indicator is used in Chang & Ha-Brookshire 

(2011) as well as Ha-Brookshire & Lee (2011). 

In Jin & Moon’s (2006) study on the Korean apparel industry, one conclusion is that training 

designers can lead to a competitive advantage. ‘Training’ is categorised as a human resource 

by Amit & Schoemaker (1993) as well as by Barney (1991). Schroeder, Bates and Junttila 

(2002) find that internal learning among manufacturing firms leads to an increased perform-

ance in manufacturing. Lastly the sub-resource ‘experienced employee’ used in this thesis 

derives from Chang & Ha-Brookshire (2011). 

Relationships in general are considered a human resource by Amit & Schoemaker (1993) and 

Barney (1991). Cao, Berkeley & Finlay (2014) categorise ‘supplier relationship’ as a funda-

mental resource. This indicator is also used by Chang & Ha-Brookshire (2011). ‘Customer 

relationship’ is used by Cao, Berkely & Finlay (2014) and considered a fundamental resource. 

Barney & Clark (2007) claim that ‘informal relations within a firm and between others in the 

firm environment’ is a less tangible resource and it is categorised as an organisational capital 

resource. In this thesis it is regrouped and included along with supplier and customer relation-

ship. 

 

2.2.2 Capabilities 

According to Amit & Schoemaker (1993), “Capabilities are a firm’s capacity to deploy re-

sources. They are firm-specific, developed over time through complex interactions among 

firms’ resources. These are information-based and tangible or intangible processes or neither 

and normally found at the functional level of a firm as opposed to resources’ corporate level.” 
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Day (1994) further states that capabilities are difficult to imitate and cannot be traded due to 

them being engrained in an organisation. Amit & Schoemaker (1993) state they should be 

given more attention in future research and Galbreath (2005) mentions they are frequently 

argued to be the primary key to firm success and lastly Barney (1995) argues they are essen-

tial for sustainable competitive advantage. 

 

‘Innovation capabilities’ is included for finding the degree of innovation among firms. This is 

considered both a resource and a capability by Amit & Schoemaker (1993). It is the fifth most 

common operationalisation of resources among resource-based view scholars according to 

Newbert (2007). Bentley (1990) claims that firms offering innovative products should be 

more successful in fast-changing industries. For investigating the degree of innovation in rela-

tion to customers’ demands, firms were asked to what extent their manufactured goods derive 

from customers’ specifications as well as from own specifications. 

Lastly, ‘research and development’, from here on referred to as R&D, has been added to this 

category to investigate to what extent firms engage in this. Suppliers’ initiatives and sugges-

tions in customers’ product-development processes lead to increased performance according 

to Schroeder, Bates and Junttila (2002). 

Lastly, the capability ‘service’ is investigated among firms. It is defined as: what possibilities 

firms have to offer high quality service. In the interviews firms were asked to account for 

what service they offer before and after purchase. Service is categorised as a market manage-

ment capability by Ha-Brookshire & Lee (2011).  

 

2.2.3 Competitive advantage 

 

Within the resource-based view, a primary concern is creating sustainable competitive advan-

tage. 

According to Collis & Montgomery (1995), “what gives a company a competitive edge is the 

‘strategically valuable resources’, which enable a firm to perform activities better or more 

cheaply than rivals. These are physical (a prime location) and intangible assets (a strong 

brand) as well as capabilities (a super-efficient manufacturing process). [...] A set of re-

sources, deployed in a well-conceived strategy creates superior performance.” Competitive 

advantage is thus not created by resources alone but rather in specific combinations.  

“An enterprise has a competitive advantage if it is able to create more economic value than 

the marginal (breakeven) competitor in its product market [...] [in this respect], the economic 

value created by an enterprise in the course of providing a good or service is the difference 

between the perceived benefits gained by the purchasers of the good and the economic cost to 

the perceived benefits gained by the purchasers of the good and the economic cost to the en-

terprise” (Peteraf & Barney, 2003 as interpreted by El Shafeey & Trott 2014). 
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However, for a firm to even have the potential of reaching sustainable competitive advantage, 

the resources must fulfill certain criteria. In this thesis, the valuable, rare, inimitable and non-

substitutable framework by Barney & Clark (2007) is utilised in the analysis. The letters of 

the acronym are V as in valuable, R as in rare, I as in inimitable and N as in non-substitutable. 

According to Barney (1991), resources must be “rare, valuable, inimitable, non-tradable, and 

non-substitutable, as well as firm-specific” for reaching sustainable competitive advantage. 

Collis & Montgomery (1995) call these resources ‘strategically valuable resources’. Re-

sources aren’t valuable until they are “superior to similar resources [that] competitors own.” 

 

Valuable 

A valuable resource “exploits environmental opportunities or neutralises threats” by lowering 

a firms’ total cost and increasing the net revenues as result of its existence or it “increases the 

willingness for customers to pay” (Barney 1991). Valuable resources should furthermore “en-

able a firm to formulate and implement strategies that improve firm efficiency or effective-

ness” (Dess, Lumpkin & Eisner 2010). 

 

Rare 

According to Peteraf & Bergen (2003), resource rareness should not only be defined as to 

what extent competitors own the same resources as oneself, but also the availability of substi-

tutes to all firms. This can be due to “physical rareness” or the resource’s value cannot be 

understood by competitors due to a specific resource combination (Barney 1991).  If a re-

source or combination of resources isn’t rare, competitors can exploit resources similarly, 

hindering competitive advantage (Dess, Lumpkin & Eisner 2010). 

 

Inimitable 

Inimitability is according to Newbert (2007) the most important attribute which also receives 

the largest support from articles on the resource-based view for contributing to competitive-

ness. 

Collis & Montgomery (1995) argue that this criterion is essential due to its ability to keep 

competition out and generate sustainability. However Dess, Lumpkin & Eisner (2010), state 

that inimitability often only leads to temporary competitive advantage because of competitors’ 

abilities to soon imitate key resources. 

They divide inimitability into four categories. The first is ‘physical uniqueness’ (e.g. a manu-

facturer’s specific location that is especially difficult to imitate). The second is ‘path depend-

ency’ (resources are built up over time as a result of certain events and cannot simply be 

bought by competitors). The third is ‘causal ambiguity’ (difficulty to identify an actual valu-

able resource, both within a firm and for competitors (Lippman & Rumelt 1982), an example 

being complex built capabilities). The fourths is ‘economic deterrence’ (e.g. making a large 

investment in a small industry where no space is left for competitors to compete) (Collis & 
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Montgomery 1995). Lastly Dess, Lumpkin & Eisner (2010) mention social complexity as a 

characteristic of the criteria inimitability. Socially complex resources and their effects can be 

identified by competitors however are very difficult to imitate. Examples are relationships 

within a firm as well as firm culture. 

Inimitability is discussed in an article by Peteraf (1993) as well as by Barney (1986). For sus-

tained competitive advantage, resources must not only be different (heterogeneous) among 

firms, they must also be kept that way for the continued ability to receive Ricardian rents, the 

un-produced cost of e.g. a resource because of its exclusivity. 

 

Non-substitutable 

“Two valuable firm resources (or two bundles of resources) are strategically equivalent when 

each one can be exploited separately to implement the same strategies” (Dess, Lumpkin & 

Eisner 2010). This criterion stems from that if competitors cannot imitate certain valuable and 

rare resources, other alternative resources cannot either be used for shaping a similar strategy 

(Barney & Clark 2007).  

 

2.3 Discussion and critique 

It must be accounted for that the resource-based view indeed isn’t a recent theory. The major-

ity of articles published on the resource-based view have been so within 10 years after 

Barney’s pioneering 1991 article ‘Firm resources and sustained competitive advantage’. 

However, it seems to have stood the test of time well and scholars still today greatly rely on 

the above-mentioned scholar (Newbert 2007). 

Difficulty in finding less theoretical references with clearly described operationalisations of 

resources and capabilities in relation to competitive advantage is confirmed by Powell (2001). 

Subjectivism can occur due to little practical examples. Most articles found on the topic of 

resource-based view and manufacturing describe the link between the resource-based view 

and performance. Due to the fact that resource-based theory’s definition does not include a 

natural link between competitive advantage and performance (in terms of generating rents and 

superior profit) (Peteraf & Barney, 2003). Barney (1991) argues that the resource-based view 

indeed does investigate the link between a firm's internal factors and performance. However, 

Collis & Montgomery (1995) do mention that investigating resources and capabilities is a 

difficult task; one must take in consideration external aspects in the market. Also as resources 

and capabilities shape competitive advantage in the form of bundles, it is a challenge to inves-

tigate singular resources. 

In the discussion of the Valuable, Rare, Inimitable and Non-substitutable-framework, Sanchez 

(2008) argues no clear framework on how to find out if a resource can be considered to have 

the attribute or criteria: valuable exists. Several other scholars discuss similar issues on how to 

practically use the resource-based view in different scenarios.  
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3 Methodology 

 

Here the used methodology is presented including the data collection method, research de-

sign, choice of sampling method, the planned sample, method of interpretation as well as a 

reflection on the chosen method. 

 

3.1 Choice of methodology 

 

For answering the previously mentioned research questions, a qualitative methodology has 

been used. Furthermore data has been collected through the use of semi-structured interviews 

until reached theoretical saturation. 

The research design used is case study and the main goal is not to test theory but to analyze 

firms using a Resource-Based View. This is considered as the frame used to study the unique 

particularities of these firms’ strategies in terms of resources and capabilities (the cases). 

Conclusions will be drawn from the empirical data collected in the context of this frame 

(Bryman & Bell 2011) using indicators of resources and capabilities found in previous re-

search. The aim of the study is not generalisation but rather a contribution of empirical data 

for further research (Bryman & Bell 2011). 

As mentioned, a case study design is used in this thesis. According to Bryman & Bell (2011), 

a case study is used when wanting to analyze the complex contexts of research objects, in this 

case apparel manufacturers’ resources and capabilities; hence strategies. Due to several limi-

tations such as time, inaccessibility and small resources as well as the planned deep analysis 

of firms, the sample is smaller than e.g. if a cross-sectional research design would have been 

chosen. 

The empirical data collection method – in this case interviews - has been prepared as objec-

tively as possible. 

 

3.2 Pre-study participants 

 

For purpose of wider understanding of the demands of customers of Istanbul-manufactured 

apparel as well as background information on the Turkish and Istanbul apparel manufacturing 

industry, two interviews were held in advance of the main interviews. The empirical data col-

lected is used as an additional basis in the analysis. The first interview was held with a cus-

tomer of Istanbul-manufactured apparel with a production or liaison office in Istanbul for 

general information on customers’ opinions of Turkish apparel manufacturers’ resources and 

capabilities. The second interview was held with the Vice President of Istanbul Textile and 
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Apparel Exporter Associations (ITKIB) which also is a board member of the Clothing Manu-

facturer’s Association of Turkey (TGSD). This interview was held for gaining a greater un-

derstanding of the dynamics of the Turkish apparel industry and for general background in-

formation such as total amount of apparel manufacturers in Turkey, sales channels etc. 

 

3.3 Sampling 

 

The semi-structured interviews were conducted in greater Istanbul due to a fully sufficient 

amount of apparel manufacturers in this area as well as for eliminating unnecessary amounts 

of travel. The initial choice of Turkey as a country to conduct my research in is due to this 

thesis being funded by the SIDA Minor Field Study scholarship. A criterion for applying to 

this scholarship was to conduct research in a country that receives Swedish financial aid. 

The sampling method used in this thesis is a combination of purposive and convenience sam-

pling (Bryman & Bell 2011). The background to this is the pre-defined criteria for the sam-

pled firms. The criteria are meant to generate a sample of the most meaningful respondents 

for answering the research questions, hence empirical data for the analysis (Bryman & Bell 

2011). However, due to that a large amount of firms with a proximate location fulfilling the 

criteria; the sample among these consists of the first best firms come across. The firms ac-

counting for the convenience sampling among the total sampling were found and contacted 

through retail/wholesale channels online, firm websites, textile, clothing or apparel firm asso-

ciations such as ITKIB as well as supplier lists available on the homepages of fashion brands. 

Only firms signaling their engagement in exporting activities have been investigated, hence 

excluding pure sub-contractors which often account for the smallest firms. All firms in the 

sample have been found and contacted through contact information deriving from a function-

ing website with English as a language choice. Furthermore, through reading the existing 

‘Company Profile’ or ‘About Us’ sections of these pages, firms with own brands have been 

excluded in all cases except one. 

 

3.3.1 Sample criteria 

 

Here follows the sample criteria of manufacturing firms with the objective of collecting rele-

vant empirical data for answering the research questions. The objective of the sampling was to 

investigate different-sized firms with different volumes, types of customers and prod-

ucts/services offered as well as exporters without own brands. Due to differences in firm 

structure; differing amount of subcontractors versus in-house activities (hence difficulty of 

using employees as a criterion) as well as different categories of manufactured products (e.g. 

a jacket takes longer time to manufacture than a t-shirt, hence the difficulty of using volume 

as a criterion). The main firm criterion has been firm size according to the European defini-

tion of SMEs. The choice of the European definition instead of the Turkish is simply due to 

difficulties in finding the Turkish definition. Figure 1 presents the definitions of European 

SMEs. 
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Firm category Employees Annual turnover 

Micro < 10 ≤ € 2 million 

Small < 50 ≤ € 10 million 

Medium < 250 ≤ € 50 million 

 

Figure 1. The European definition of SMEs. (European Commission's Directorate General for 

Enterprise and Industry n.d.) 

 

3.3.2 Sample 

 

The following apparel manufacturers have all been sampled with the objective of assessing 

resources and capabilities as well as strategies with different sizes. 

 Two small-sized apparel manufacturer without own brands 

 One medium-sized apparel manufacturer without own brands 

 Three large-sized apparel manufacturers without own brands 

 One large-sized apparel manufacturer with one or more own brands 

 One specialised apparel manufacturer; in this case a sportswear manufacturer 

 

3.3.3 Method of firm contact 

 

Sampled firms were contacted through primarily a first e-mail with a presentation of me and 

the purpose of the thesis as well as the request for an interview. Attached were also a study 

sheet and an interview consent form (Bryman & Bell 2011, p. 135). In all cases except one, 

firm did not reply via e-mail. This therefore required a call in English to the firms’ receptions. 

In most cases the receptionist answering spoke no English and showed great reluctance in 

forwarding my call to someone English-speaking. This resulted in several abrupt hang-ups. In 

these cases telephone calls were made in Turkish by an Istanbul Technical University student. 

An e-mail was thereafter sent directly to the person of interest. The aim was to always strive 

for interviewing planning managers, marketing managers, business development managers 

and employees with similar positions with a large insight of the firm dynamics as a result of 

several years of experience within the firm or industry. 

http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/about/index_en.htm#h2-1
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/about/index_en.htm#h2-1
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After an e-mail conversation, the persons of interest normally showed helpfulness, welcoming 

to a meeting at their head-offices at a date and time suggested by them, often with short no-

tice. The interviews held were of semi-structured nature using a flexible interview guide. The 

interview guide consisted of questions within the areas firm profile, strategy profile, demands, 

resources and capabilities as well as lastly the interviewees’ prospects of the Turkish apparel 

manufacturing industry. Interviews were recorded and held in the interviewee’s setting of 

choice. This was either their office or a meeting or showroom – a setting, natural to them. 

This method is ethically correct, as the interviewee had been prepared and had agreed to par-

ticipate. Interviews were conducted until theoretical saturation had been reached (Bryman & 

Bell 2011). 

 

3.4 Methodology in practice 

 

The greater outlines for attempting to answer the research questions follow.  

1. Identify operationalisations/variables/indicators (from here on referred to as indica-

tors) of resources and capabilities in peer-reviewed strategic management literature 

with a concentration on: 

a. Resource-based view and the apparel manufacturing industry of Turkey 

b. Resource-based view and the apparel manufacturing industry 

c. Resource-based view and the manufacturing industry 

d. General manufacturing strategy 

2. Investigate the occurrence of previously identified indicators of resources and capa-

bilities among sampled apparel manufacturers in greater Istanbul. 

3. Rank the resources and capabilities that received the greatest support in interviews. 

4. Evaluate the proportion among these, between tangible, intangible and capabilities.  

5. Evaluate if resources and capabilities fulfill criteria for strategically valuable re-

sources.
1
 

 

The data collected from the interviews have been interpreted in the full context. The collected 

data has been transcribed and coded using a coding schedule (Bryman & Bell 2011) where the 

interviewee’s name, firm name and address as well as other confidential information have 

been left out. The data has been handled confidentially and has not been and will never be 

exposed to any third party; it is only for use in this thesis. After transcription and analysis of 

the data, recordings are being kept hidden  

 

                                                 

1
 The term ‘strategically valuable resources’ was coined by Collis & Montgomery (1995). However, the follow-

ing analysis will be made partly using the valuable, rare, inimitable and non-substitutable framework by Barney 

& Clark (2007). 
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3.5 Methodology discussion and reflection 

3.5.1 Practical implications surrounding sampling, firm contacts and interviews 

 

Previous research states that the majority of Turkish apparel manufacturers are SME’s and 

often lack managerial skills and understanding for current market demands and conditions 

(Culpan & Ekin 2009). However, due to poor English skills among all contacted small firms 

and difficulties of finding an interpreter service at a reasonable price, primarily larger firms 

have been sampled. Hence, only two small firms are represented, hence not producing empiri-

cal data for analysis on a wide spectrum of firms. However, the contribution of this thesis is 

simply empirical data for future research. Furthermore, having a website with English as a 

language could possibly mean that an exporting apparel manufacturer firm generally has more 

of an explicit strategy compared to an alike firm without any website at all. Once again, as 

mentioned, the purpose of this thesis is to contribute with empirical data and nothing more. 

The initial thought when sampling was to interview a variety of different-sized manufacturers. 

However, this turned out to be a challenge due to the effects of language barriers. The aim 

was to find corporate information of number of employees and volume. Some firms’ web 

pages had this information, others didn’t. Due to no e-mail replies as well as poor English 

among receptionists, it was difficult to even get connected to an English-speaking person of 

interest. This, in turn made it difficult to, in advance, categorise firms by size. 

Regarding the medium- and large-sized firms, I contacted primarily outwardly oriented firms 

who exposed themselves (often with an option of English language on their homepage) or 

through marketplace sites such as Alibaba.com. As for the small manufacturers these were 

found both through marketplace sites as well as through personal contacts. 

Generally my e-mails were not answered and therefore a call either in Turkish – made by an 

Istanbul Technical University student – or by myself in English was necessary in all cases 

except one. After being connected through several people, with an often quite non-serviceable 

operator when finally arriving to talk to an English-speaking person, these people in all cases 

were open to receiving an e-mail to their personal mail with information about the thesis and 

eventual interview. In general my perception of Turks is that they are reluctant about speaking 

English even if many can speak the language. 

The English skill differed among the interviewees. Ranging from basic English from school to 

a manager with a U.S. master degree.  Furthermore the interviewee’s work positions differed 

due to them sometimes being the only English-speaker on-site. I strived to only interview ex-

perienced managers within marketing, production etc. but sometimes only received the oppor-

tunity to interview e.g. a customer representative or an employee with little experience. Inter-

viewee’s experiences differed from one month to several decades within the industry. 

Lastly, a benefit with the chosen methodology, a case study with one respondent per firm is 

that it allows for investigating more organisations in a shorter time period (Bryman & Bell 

2011). The drawback is that respondents such as a manager could favour his or her firm posi-

tion in an untrue way and that therefore the full picture may not be given (Bryman & Bell 

2011). 
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3.5.2 Alternative research designs 

 

The primary reason for the research design of this thesis is to give employees the opportunity 

to discuss issues surrounding their firms’ unique resource with the objective of achieving a 

deep understanding of the case (Bryman & Bell 2011). If having used a quantitative research 

design, this would have been more difficult to achieve. Also the small time frame for this the-

sis hinders the use of the research designs presented below.  

 A comparative research design investigating the GAP between the needs of custom-

ers of Turkish manufactured apparel and apparel manufacturers’ strategies (deploy-

ment of resources and capabilities) as well as their actual resources and capabilities. 

 A comparative research design investigating the differences of resources and capa-

bilities among firms of different sizes or of e.g. Full-Package apparel manufacturers 

and Cut Make Trim apparel manufacturers, assessing the potential areas where re-

sources and capabilities could be deployed for creating a differentiating strategy. 

 A comparative research design between competing Cut Make Trim apparel manufac-

turers’ value chains. 

 Cross-sectional analysis for a larger sample of Cut Make Trim apparel manufacturers, 

examining the variations within the sample with an aim to generalise but with little in-

terest of particularities. 

 

3.5.3 Dependability, replicability and data quality 

 

Dependability and replicability is difficult to achieve due to the nature of a qualitative meth-

odology, a social setting is ever-changing. In case someone would set out to replicate this the-

sis there are simply too many variables for the findings in another eventual study to coincide 

with this thesis’ findings. Additionally the approach of the analysis may differ greatly; hence 

the conclusions drawn are likely to differ among researchers. 

The operationalisations used and investigated in this thesis are primarily the exact ones stated 

in the references they derive from with some exceptions of own contributions of operationali-

sations
2
 However, the conclusions drawn from the firms’ resources and capabilities are sub-

ject to a certain degree of subjectivism in the analysis decreasing the external reliability and 

construct validity of this thesis. An example is that the interview areas and questions actually 

are correctly used for investigating the chosen indicators, i.e. that they are correctly catego-

rised under their main categories of resources and capabilities. 

                                                 

2
 The own contributions are motivated and clearly explained in the theoretical framework. 
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Regarding if the research questions are answered through the design and methodology of this 

thesis is difficult to say. However this has been the objective of the researcher and this is the 

researchers attempt to do so with the chosen method and analysis. If it fails to answer the re-

search questions in the eyes of the reader, it still contributes with empirical data. Questions 

that must be considered for quality is if the data collected is appropriate for the study and if it 

the actual truth is being portrayed by the interviewee. Furthermore possible misunderstand-

ings largely due to language barriers might lead to misinterpretations which also minimise the 

validity of this study. 

As the empirical data of this thesis has been obtained from native Turkish-speaking employ-

ees of Turkish firms, communication barriers and issues may refer to something other than 

what has been understood and recorded. This may affect the quality of the data. In the inter-

views, the interview areas and questions have been formulated and asked in the clearest pos-

sible way for minimizing the risk of communication errors. 

Lastly it is difficult to evaluate through qualitative research to what extent resources and ca-

pabilities are occurring in a firm solely through interviews. Perhaps the interviewee has a cer-

tain field of interest among the questions asked and therefore elaborates more on that issue 

giving an non-realistic emphasis on a certain resource or capability which in turn is inter-

preted wrongly as receiving greater support. 

 

3.5.4 Contribution to existing literature 

 

This thesis contributes to the existing literature in the field of business strategy among apparel 

manufacturers with empirical data that can be used for further research. 

 

4 Results 

 

Below follow the pre-studies made for gaining a wider and deeper understanding of an inter-

national customer’s thoughts and interaction with Turkish apparel manufacturers. Thereafter 

the interviewed firms are briefly introduced. Lastly the findings are presented in the order 

general findings, resources and capabilities. 

 

 

4.1 Pre-studies 

4.1.1 The TGSD and ITKIB board member 
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Interviewee: Vice President of the Clothing Manufacturer’s Association of Turkey (TGSD) 

(as well as the Istanbul Textile and Apparel Exporter Associations (ITKIB)) 

When asked how many firms are active exporters in Istanbul, he explains that approximately 

500 companies account for 70% of Istanbul’s apparel exports. These firms all have over $ 10 

million in sales. However, there are normally 10-12 000 members of the Istanbul Textile and 

Apparel Exporter Associations, from here on referred to as ITKIB. A large percentage of 

firms have export numbers in the range of $ 0.5-2 million. Most apparel manufacturers’ cus-

tomers are considered to be within the category of fast fashion today. He further explains that 

it is impossible to say how many apparel manufacturers there are in Turkey or even Istanbul 

due to many unregistered firms. The official numbers are however a total of more than 6 500 

exporting apparel manufacturers in greater Istanbul and approximately 33 800 apparel manu-

facturers in Turkey. 

The Istanbul Textile and Apparel Exporter Associations, from here on referred to as ITKIB, 

supports their Turkish apparel manufacturer members in several ways. They have three design 

schools for medium level white collars as well as the design university Istanbul Moda 

Akademi (IMA). 

 

4.1.2 The Swedish fast fashion customer 

 

Interviewee: The Country Manager for Turkey of the Swedish firm C  

The customer which is referred to as C, is a Swedish fast fashion firm with a liaison office in 

Istanbul.
3
 When asked why they have a liaison office in Istanbul, the answer is simply be-

cause of fast fashion. ”Turkey is the ’Kitchen of Fashion’; they are skilled at fashion, print 

techniques and qualities.”
4
 Fashion, speed, flexibility, service and design are other frequent 

keywords used throughout the interview. Turkish suppliers manage flexibility with subcon-

tractors and always solve problems; they want to work. 

 

Design and prints 

                                                 

3
Among the interviewed manufacturers, at least one firm is a supplier to customer C and also 

a ‘core supplier’, e.g. main supplier. Most of C’s production takes place in Istanbul; in Europe 

as well as on the Anatolian side. C chooses to spread their orders among few suppliers for 

creating a long-term relationship thus reaching high flexibility and good prices. 

4
 Country Manager Turkey, C, interview 30

th
 of April 
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For C, suppliers’ own collections are a very important criterion for whom to work with. CM 

claims they manufacture in Turkey for the high fashion degree. Turkish firms seem to possess 

a ’fashion eye’ and know what C is looking for. The country manager for C, from here on 

referred to as CM, claims innovation is the key. C’s suppliers come to the liaison office and 

show their collections and qualities whilst C picks the desired styles that fit their image. 60 % 

of all prints and artworks come straight from suppliers or are inspired by them. These suppli-

ers are self-sufficient in design. Three years ago, the same ratio was approximately only 20 %. 

C’s country manager claims this change is largely due to customers putting pressure on sup-

pliers to invest in design and collections. All suppliers don’t have design skills or resources to 

invest in this and therefore C works with design offices that work with their suppliers. C now 

works with two design offices. Suppliers working with design offices are given stricter speci-

fications on what is demanded. 

 

Flexibility 

Fashion and flexibility are also keywords for Turkey. They know how to optimise their pro-

duction in all seasons according to C’s country manager. Subcontractors are the key to man-

aging this but CM wishes that suppliers don’t use too many subcontractors and preferably 

only subcontractors which manufacture for C. Turkish suppliers have succeeded in outsourc-

ing their production to subcontractors but still guaranteeing the quality by keeping cutting, 

ironing and packaging in-house. 

 

Competitiveness of Turkish apparel manufacturers 

According CM, Turkey’s core business is knitwear, often in combination with prints. They 

are always one step ahead of e.g. Bangladesh. Denim is a strength and hosiery is increasing. 

Turkish knitwear prices are highly competitive. ‘”We usually talk ’value for money’ and ob-

viously knitwear is more expensive [in Turkey] than in Bangladesh but the gap isn’t that large 

anymore, [supposing it is a large order].”
5
 Turkey has a large own production of fabric and 

therefore gives good value for money but Turkey’s lead times are the most important of all. 

“Today, [Turkish textile and apparel manufacturers] are among the three best countries in 

investing in new machines; both print and qualities. Almost all have digital print machines. 

[Turkey is] always one step ahead with machines, fabrics, and the ability of creating new print 

techniques.”
6
 

CM states the greatest difference between the Far East and Turkey in terms of apparel manu-

facturing as the lead times and innovation.  Turkey is cost sensitive and super-effective and 

                                                 

5
 Country Manager Turkey, C, interview 30

th
 of April 

6
 Country Manager Turkey, C, interview 30

th
 of April 
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still has more of a fashion eye, understanding C’s style. “It is only the price that stops us from 

manufacturing more in Turkey. They have the rest.”
7
 

CM believes that if the Turkish apparel manufacturers keep developing and seeing new possi-

bilities through developing new machines and qualities and investing in design, they will re-

main the leading fast fashion market. She claims Turks don’t give up and always want to im-

prove their business even if they might have to take a loss or go even out. However, apparel 

manufacturers may have difficulties in finding workers in the city. If you don’t have workers; 

innovation and design means nothing. Therefore CM sees moving production to the Anatolian 

side as something necessary. There, production is cheaper; it’s easier to build larger factories 

also due to government subsidies. 

 

Quality and Corporate Social Responsibility/Code of Conduct 

Except C’s own quality controller, employees of suppliers are trained hence complementing 

the quality control of C’s quality controllers. Among core suppliers it’s 50% C’s and 50% 

trained quality controllers at suppliers. When claims do arise, C has had cases where suppliers 

never agreed to be responsible, arguing that quality controllers had approved the orders. In 

these cases C simply has stopped working with them. 

Even with the demanding Corporate Social Responsibility and Code of Conduct regulations 

of C and (in CM’s opinion) other Swedish brands, suppliers always are able to solve the ca-

pacity problem but in CM’s opinion, Turkish apparel manufacturers must invest more in Cor-

porate Social Responsibility and Code of Conduct. They must pay minimum wages, have an 

approved fire safety and pay taxes. These are start requirements for us. Taxes and non-paid 

overtime are a problem. 

 

4.2 The apparel manufacturers 

 

In the following section, the interviewed firms are presented. The first letter used for coding 

the firms, reveals their size in accordance to the EU definition of SMEs. Firm S1 is therefore 

small, M is medium, L1 is a large firm, LB is the large firm with own brands, hence the B 

following the L and LS is the large specialty brand, hence the S following the L. Key numbers 

and facts are presented below in figures 5, 6 and 7. Additionally to the basic information pre-

sented, annual turnover per employee as a key performance indicator has been added for 

comparison among firms of different sizes and specialisations.  

                                                 

7
 Country Manager Turkey, C, interview 30

th
 of April 



 

 

Firm Customers

S1 King Louie, Marc Jacobs

S2 Unknown

M COS, Armani

L1 Zara, H&M

L2 Forever 21, Lindex

L3 Brax, Bogner

LB Marks & Spencer, GAP

LS Adidas, Puma

Firm Interviewee

S1 Management consultant, marketing and merchandising employee, CEO

S2 Export manager

M CEO

L1 Sales manager

L2 Business development manager, HR manager

L3 Planning manager

LB Marketing manager

LS Customer representative

Figure 3. The interviewees Figure 4. Main customers of 

interviewed firms. 

Figure 2. General facts on interviewed firms. 

Firm Employees Ann. Sales (K€) Monthly avg. volume Manufactured goods Ann. turnover/empl. (K€)

S1 - (premium small-scale man.) 43 9 263,00 €            41 667 all 93,56 €                                     

S2 - (small digital printer and rhinestone applicator) 14 438,00 €                15 000 knitwear, digital print 15,28 €                                     

M - (man. for fast fashion and trad. customers. Large fabric R&D) 200 14 600,00 €          91 667 t-shirt, polo, sweatshirts 24,33 €                                     

L1 - (highly fast fashion-oriented man) 270 25 260,00 €          200 000 all 73,00 €                                     

L2 - (large capacity fast fashion firm with backward integration) 500 36 500,00 €          1 million all 73,00 €                                     

L3 - (large traditional man. with two factories) 1000 21 900,00 €          167 000 woven bottoms 215,42 €                                   

LB - (large-scale man., three factories and backward integration) 6000 146 000,00 €        1,2-1,3 million denim 31,29 €                                     

LS - (sportswear manufacturer) 360 5 500,00 €            26 000 - 64 000 sportswear 21,90 €                                     



 

 

4.2.1 The premium small-scale manufacturer (S1) 

 

Interviewees: The Management Consultant, a Marketing & Merchandising employee and the 

CEO 

S1’s head office is located in the district of Kagithane and employs 43. They have a monthly 

average volume of almost 42 000 pieces which is the second smallest among interviewed 

firms. However their main customers are premium and therefore also lead times are longer 

than usual but they also offer the lowest minimum volume of all interviewed firms; 40-50 

pieces. S1 has the highest annual turnover per employee; above 215 400 €.  S1 clearly empha-

sises the importance of viewing a firm as not only a profit-making entity but also a social en-

tity that should share e.g. profit with stakeholders. Furthermore they emphasise their non-

hierarchical organisation as well as gender equality among employees. 

Fast communication to customers and short lead times are important to S1. 

Lastly, S1 is very positive to expanding their operations. 

 

4.2.2 The digital printer and rhinestone applicator (S2) 

 

Interviewee: The Export Manager 

S2 is located in Zeytinburnu, which has similarities to the districts of Osmanbey, Laleli and 

Merter. These are home to endless apparel manufacturers’ and wholesalers’ showrooms, sim-

ply waiting for customers whilst engaging in no marketing activities. S2 is a business run 

within the family that offers cutting, graphic design for print, digital printing and rhinestone 

application to garments. S2 plans to purchase two to three more printing machines within a 

few months. 

95 % of their sold goods are their own collections and 5 % are according to customer’s re-

quests and specifications. The brother of the interviewee, the Export Manager (EM), acts as a 

subcontractor for S2 and owns a small firm that engages in garment assembly and trimmings. 

The fabric used is either printed by S2 or bought externally. The products are then shown in 

the wholesale showroom where primarily Arab customers from the Middle East, North Africa 

but also customers from Eastern and North-Eastern Europe visit to pick their styles. The EM 

explains that these are typically the customers of firms in the similar districts mentioned 

above; this is how they prefer to do business. 

 Lastly, S2 is very positive to expanding their operations. 

 

4.2.3 The mixed manufacturer with a large R&D (M) 
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Interviewee: The CEO 

M’s head office is located in Bagcilar and employs 200. They have an own factory and their 

annual sales are 14.6 million € and 230 thousand € are invested annually in R&D. The CEO 

reported that recently one of their main customers accepted three styles straight from M, indi-

cating an advance in their R&D. M clearly emphasises customer satisfaction in the first place 

and refers to customer relations as partnerships. M has a non-hierarchical organisation and 

emphasises transparency towards customers and employees. 

M claims that the success lies in flexible production. 

 

4.2.4 The highly fast fashion-oriented manufacturer (L1) 

 

Interviewee: The Sales Manager 

L1 employs 270 and their monthly average volume is 200 000. They only have two custom-

ers, ZARA and the H&M mother company which have been L1äs customers since 15 years. 

As a highly fast-fashion oriented company, they manufacture all types of clothing. They have 

one factory in Bolu but also utilize seven subcontractors for keeping maximum flexibility and 

lowest possible lead times. They are aware of that their factory minimises their profits, how-

ever they clearly value their employees above profit. 

Being fast and innovative are key words for L1. 

 

4.2.5 The large capacity fast fashion firm with backward integration (L2) 

 

Interviewees: The Business Development Manager and HR manager 

L2 is a knitwear manufacturer established in 1989, manufacturing specifically for fast fashion 

brands. They manufacture everything within fast fashion with the largest volume consisting of 

women’s wear; e.g. tops, bottoms, tights, dresses and also some children’s wear. Additionally, 

they are backward integrated by having in-house fabric manufacturing. 80 % of all fabric used 

in their apparel assembly is manufactured in-house. Currently, they are not utilizing their full 

capacity and are actively looking for new customers. 

 

4.2.6 The traditional manufacturer with two factories (L3) 

 

Interviewee: The Planning Manager 
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L3 is a manufacturer primarily towards traditional manufacturers with 1 000 employees and 

two factories. The firm was founded 37 years ago and uses no subcontractors. According to 

their planning manager, they are financially stable and strong and have always been able to 

finance everything themselves. They differentiate themselves through testing each fabric role 

they purchase, thus maximizing quality. For L3, quality and punctuality are two of the most 

important success factors. They monitor their own quality regularly and use the latest tech-

nology. They presently utilize 80-90 % of their capacity but they are primarily interested of 

preserving their current customers than looking for new ones.  

 

4.2.7 The manufacturer with own brands (LB) 

 

Interviewee: The Marketing Manager 

This is a large-scale manufacturer with three factories and backward integration employing 

6 000. 

LB is a family-owned firm founded by five brothers. They grew and today have two brands 

with several hundreds of shops in Turkey, Russia and Eastern Europe along with full package 

manufacturing for external customers as well. It is a non-hierarchical organization and most 

employees have been loyal for many years, 300 employees that have worked between 15 and 

30 years. They manufacture primarily denim and washed bottoms for adult men and women. 

They have production in Egypt, Istanbul and Aksaray, employing a 6000 people strong work-

force. In Egypt they also have their own denim mill. 

For LB which has own brands, a success factor lies in treating own brands equally with other 

customers. Another success factor lies in their Egypt-based production. They explain that in 

terms of lead times, the lie between Bangladesh’s six months and Turkey’s six weeks, manu-

facturing samples for large orders in Turkey and thereafter commencing lower-priced mass-

production in Egypt with a lead time of 12-18 weeks. 

 

4.2.8 The specialised manufacturer (LS) 

 

Interviewee: A Customer Representative 

LS is a specialised manufacturer of polyester sportswear with 360 employees and annual sales 

of 5-6 million €. Additionally to the above mentioned, they offer printing services as well. 

Among all interviewed firms, they have the second lowest annual turnover per employee and 

by far the lowest among large-sized firms (see Figure 5). Furthermore they have among the 

longest lead times of all interviewed firms, 45-80 days. They own two factories and their main 

customers are besides several prominent Turkish football (soccer) teams, Adidas and Puma. 
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4.3 Findings 

4.3.1 Current situation and future of Turkish apparel manufacturing industry 

 

Turkey will continue to be a globally competitive actor in apparel manufacturing also increas-

ing the exposure of more Turkish brands globally, mostly towards the eastern Diasporas. “We 

will never be the cheapest country but the fast fashion producer.”
8
 Turkey has among the 

highest taxes, social security and income taxes on labour cost among OECD countries accord-

ing to S1’s CEO, a former president of TGSD. Perhaps this is why there still is a considerable 

amount of illegal trade to Middle Eastern countries. L1 wishes the government were more 

attentive to apparel manufacturers’ needs through being more supportive with different issues 

as exports slowly are increasing again with more brands and foreign investments taking place. 

Turkey has to withstand fierce competition in general. L3 argues that the manufacturing days 

are numbered for Turkish apparel manufacturers. However, it should be mentioned that the 

planning manager of L3 was the most negative towards Turkey’s future of all interviewees. 

With the Turkish apparel goods decreasing in volume, Turkey should focus more on sales and 

marketing according to the HR-manager of L2. Creating a brand is an opportunity. 

 

4.3.2 Changed demands and market conditions 

 

Both M and LB argue traditional sourcing with e.g. two seasons/year may not exist any 

longer. They claim customers come to Turkey for fast fashion nowadays. Turkish apparel 

manufacturers’ customers are fast fashion customers according to M. Otherwise they don’t 

come here. “China is a big super market; we are the [convenience store]”
9
. 

According to L3, the traditional woven bottoms manufacturer with two factories, order vol-

umes have been decreasing among all Turkish firms and finds it natural that Turkey is strug-

gling because of fierce competition, higher wages than all other neighbouring countries to-

wards the east, among the highest energy prices in the world and difficulties in finding skilled 

labour along with expansion. Among other firms, L3 also has noted a change in that young 

people aren’t interested of working within textiles anymore. On the topic of high energy costs, 

S2 gives an example; they pay 670-745 € for 200-300 m2. 

L3 claims the large orders don’t come to Turkey anymore. A large order today is anything 

more than 5 000 pieces. It used to be anything more than 100 000 pieces. L3’s loss of their 

American customers is the largest reason. They used to account for 50% of sales. Now they 

don’t even account for 1%. Also L1 explains that a typical order used to be between 2-5 times 
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larger than what it is today. Their sales manager claims they receive fewer orders due to the 

price disadvantage. Furthermore he claims they need larger quantities for survival; not higher 

profit. L3 finds it difficult to come up with competitive prices. They argue that since Turkey 

is trying to get in to the EU, minimum wages are already increasing and a future EU-

membership would result in a further increase. L1 mentions that workers constantly ask for 

higher wages which also are said to naturally be increasing especially in Istanbul; this is the 

second largest problem in Turkey according to L1. “We know delivery times, quality, re-

quirements [and] shipments. All these details we know [and] can take care of. But [for] the 

price [there] must be found a way to make it work.”
10

 S1 believes they could offer better 

prices through finding lower stitching costs as well as sourcing yarn and fabric from Italy and 

China. L1 summarises; prices are the primary concern of customers followed by lead time as 

well as quality. 

As negative as many may be when discussing the issue of high prices, the marketing manager 

of LB states: “There are two kinds of margins; the first is sales price minus purchase price. 

The second one is the difference between if you make an order in Turkey as opposed to in 

Bangladesh and end up with smaller stocks due to shorter lead times and therefore also less 

markdowns. The differences don’t become that large.”
11

 

Along with fluctuations in orders, S2 has recently noted a higher customer turn-over although 

some customers have been loyal for several years. 

Lastly, LB mentions their greatest challenge is short lead times. They claim customers have 

very high standards which is time-consuming. With short lead times, production can’t be 

planned months ahead. This creates and insecurity for suppliers. 

 

4.3.3 Future of interviewed firms and possible upgrading 

 

Most firms are negative to creating an own brand in the near future and claim it involves 

completely different activities. Some say they are too late to be thinking about it now. How-

ever all firms admit they aren’t strangers to the thought in far future. Firms like L2 consider it 

realistic in five to ten years whilst firms like L1 and L3 barely see it as an alternative. “If you 

want to keep a small portion of your production intact, you could start a brand using your ex-

perience and finances; you could still produce for yourself and own stores as well as other 

brands. But this is two different jobs. We would need to make a decision, if we are willing to 

invest in that kind of establishment or setup and are we willing to take that roll, a completely 
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different roll [...] we would need to be prepared for a very big battle [...] it’s like trying to 

learn how to swim in a pool full of sharks.”
12

 

S1 is the most positive firm to upgrading and sees creating a brand as an alternative in the 

near future as they are already in the planning phase of it. They recently started working with 

a management consultant for shaping their future. The management consultant argues the fu-

ture strategy for S1’s expansion is to build a new brand as well as come in contact with cus-

tomers from new markets. “S1 is in a position where we are planning and reviewing our strat-

egy for the long term; how can we change and use core competences into building a new 

brand?”
13

 S1 mentions that in starting a new brand they can use their reputation for good qual-

ity and transfer their knowledge and know-how to a new brand. 

 

4.3.4 Subcontracting 

 

Istanbul manufacturers are forced to subcontract for being able to manufacture the demanded 

quantity with short lead times. Subcontracting seems to be the key to survival according to 

many firms. An example is if L1 were to have all their workforce in relation to various de-

mands, in-house, they would need to expand their total employee count from 270 to 700. This 

would also mean there would be a need for investing in new machines. Special machines that 

firms may need to use for single specific orders would stand unused a great amount of the 

time resulting in very low efficiency. This gives a picture of how versatile Turkish apparel 

manufacturers are demanded to be with very short notice. 

Among the firms, it is clear that the firm boundaries between in-house activities and subcon-

tracting are quite thin. Subcontractors are seamlessly integrated and many firms, almost sub-

consciously included their subcontractors when discussing their own production. 

 

4.3.5 Marketing activities 

 

Firms generally do not perform marketing activities to any greater extent. Perhaps because 

most interviewed firms agree they have competitors but don’t view them as such. The primary 

focus is to meet customer’s demands. M expresses it as competitors are sharing orders. Most 

customers are anyways not interested in placing all their orders with one manufacturer. 
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LS seems to simply wait for orders; lacking strategy in terms of business controlling activities 

or marketing. According to the customer representative, this is why they aren’t expanding. L1 

does however perform internal analyses of strengths and weaknesses. 

 

4.3.6 Environmental aspects 

 

L2 and L1 are the only firms that explicitly include environmental aspects in their strategy. 

”We want to be greener and more fashionable all the time” says L2’s business development 

manager. One must be certified in order to work with big brands according to L2 which has 

BSCI and Sedex certificates. They furthermore emphasise that they work towards a greener 

future using standards such as GOTS and OCS. 

 

4.3.7 Resources and Capabilities 

The dimensions of manufacturing strategy 

 

Delivery 

Firms are aware they can’t compete with the Far East in terms of prices. Therefore short lead 

times are highly important. As in L1’s case, the proximity to their own factory (2.5 hours 

away from their head office) saves them transportation time compared to if they would have a 

factory in Eastern Turkey. Their head office also serves as the warehouse. In total this saves 

them almost one business week of lead time. The minimum lead time among all interviewed 

firms is approximately four weeks. If L1 has repeat-orders with small changes, fabric in stock 

and the only change asked for is a new colour; two to three subcontractors are contracted for 

fabric-dyeing (duration: three to four days) and manufacturing the garments (duration: 14-15 

days). Hence, the most efficient lead times are achieved through purely subcontracting, ac-

cording to L1. Closing their factory of 220 workers and only subcontracting would result in 

the fastest lead times. According to L3 total lead time primarily depends on mills’ lead times. 

According to M, lead times depend very much on customer; ZARA and H&M use certain 

standards and allow suppliers a forecast. However a retailer like COS changes often and 

doesn’t offer any forecasts, but in their case, quality is also of utmost importance. This ex-

tends lead times to 8 weeks. The shorter lead times are achieved if customers have e.g. a liai-

son office in Istanbul (e.g. the H&M group) where samples can be approved faster as opposed 

to shipping them back and forth as in e.g. Armani’s case. Furthermore it depends on how 

picky customers are with variations such as colour. LB explains that with GAP, a customer 

since over 10 years, they have autonomy on product approvals speeding up lead times exten-

sively. However, this differs from customer to customer. M&S asks for many samples and 

ZARA makes simply one sample before commencing the production. 
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Quality 

To keep cutting, ironing and packaging in-house is emphasized among all interviewed firms 

except L2 that only keeps cutting in-house, however their cutting is done solely by machine 

resulting in no faults according to the business development manager. L3 is unique among the 

interviewed with using no subcontracting, all manufacturing is done in-house. Furthermore 

they control each fabric roll that enters the factory for shrinkage, pilling, rubbing, fastness and 

weaving defects. This is done in their own laboratory consisting of the same quality control 

equipment as the fabric mills’. However according to the planning manager, only 3-4 firms 

offer this in Turkey and it is evidently unique among all interviewed firms. 

L1 are suppliers of H&M and Zara. According to LS, being a supplier to internationally rec-

ognised brands forces you to strictly follow standards. The sales manager of L1 explains their 

quality control system, Requirement Quality System. Metal detectors are used for finding 

needles, lighting is checked, all clothes are kept above ground and fabric may not be used 

until minimum 24 hours after production. Quality is controlled; both inline and finals by their 

own quality controllers as well as by external quality controllers. In S1’s case, workers as well 

as subcontractors’ are trained for quality control. However, it is not until this year that S1 has 

introduced quality control at the cutting stage for every sheet. 

The 6000 worker/employee strong denim-manufacturer LB has the most advanced quality 

control system. The marketing manager explains their quality control starts off with shrink-

age, shaving and dimensional tests of samples. Thereafter in production there is a control after 

cutting, during sewing and a 100% control after sewing. Furthermore after each dry process 

there is a 100 % control. Lastly after the wet processing comes the final control. Each step of 

the way there is a team reporting to the quality assurance manager of the factory who is re-

porting directly to the production manager in the head office. The production manager is in-

dependent and so is his team. Every department has their own quality assurance team making 

their own control but they are also cross-checked by the mentioned general quality assurance 

team. 

 

Flexibility 

“Flexible capacity in Turkey means less or more subcontractors.”
14

 

The planning manager of L3, compares, due to size, his firm to a caterpillar. He explains that 

flexibility decreases the larger a firm gets. In spite of a large own production and no usage of 

subcontractors, the planning manager claims to understand that fast fashion is here to stay and 

that that they must adapt. In terms of minimum quantity, the most common among inter-

viewed firms is 1 000 pieces. This does differ depending on firm size. The larger-sized firms 

seemed to offer higher minimum quantities. 
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Physical resources 

 

Plants 

It is not simple to define the boundaries of Istanbul apparel manufacturers. Managers and em-

ployees speak of their subcontractors as if they were in-house. All firms have own production 

to varying extent. However, the size of the own production differ greatly from one or two 

ateliers in S1’s and S2’s cases to three factories as in LB’s case. L2 and LB both have back-

ward integration in their organisations
15

. The attitudes towards backward integration differ 

greatly. L3’s planning manager claims it is very uncommon in Turkey and not pointful espe-

cially for fast fashion manufacturers. The firms that have it however consider it to be a true 

resource. 

 

Equipment 

Non-dependent of firm size, the newest technology is always of high importance among all 

interviewed firms. However this varies depending on manufactured products. “Technology is 

really important and helps productivity and decreases costs [as well as] gives consistency in 

production. [...] In denim, it depends on what customers want. Machines give standardised 

results but it may look less natural. The denim process should include a combination of hand-

work and technology.”
16

 

 

Organisational resources 

 

Firm culture 

Several firms point out that everything doesn’t revolve around profit. Aware of that they 

could be even more efficient and have faster lead times by closing down own factories only to 

rely on subcontractors, they choose not to. Istanbul apparel manufacturers seem to value their 

people highly. An example is LB that hands out certificates and hold a ceremony for long-

time loyal employees; approx. 300 employees have worked at the firm for an average of 15-

25 years. “Employees are loyal to the firm because they love working here. [...] Due to the 

non-hierarchical organisation, it’s easy to communicate with the bosses and activities are done 
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together. [...] The boss is there to help me.”
17

 S1 also has a strong firm culture with many so-

cial activities and celebrations on special days. Just as LB, several firms claim they have non-

hierarchical organisations. 

  

Fashion degree 

The presence of designers among firms differs greatly and has no correlation to firm size. 

However it seems to some extent depend on what type of customers you have. As the fast 

fashion customer C stated: if manufacturers don’t have an own collection to show, they aren’t 

interested of working with them. L2; one of the two most fast fashion-oriented manufacturers 

understands the changed demands and therefore tries to constantly increase their fashion de-

gree by investing in better design and working with design teams. 

The denim manufacturer LB previously tried working with external designers but it didn’t 

work that well. According to the marketing manager, designers are not as important for denim 

as in other categories of apparel, primarily the right fabric and wash are important; the rest are 

details customers don’t care about according to the marketing manager of LB. Furthermore 

designers are not market-oriented enough. Employees creating denim designs must be market-

oriented as well. Success can only be reached with teamwork according to her. S1 used to 

work with designers as well but have ceased to do so since three years only focusing on R&D 

now. 

 

Own collection 

Not all manufacturers have own collections but the ones that do often are highly fast fashion-

oriented as discussed in the section just above. As an example, M’s CEO explains that 15-

20% of their own garment designs are used without alterations in their customers’ collections. 

An additional 20% of their garment design serves as inspiration to customers. 

 

Product breadth 

Istanbul apparel manufacturers don’t speak in terms of product breadth or categories. In fast 

fashion, one sells outfits according to the business development manager of L2. Pieces are 

shown in sets of outfits upon meeting customers in showrooms. 

 

Pattern-making 

When discussing what services firms offer, only L1 and L3 mention they offer pattern-

making. L1 emphasizes pattern-making to be among the most important assets. This is the 

reason to why they have a total of five garment technicians. L3’s planning manager agrees; 
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“The pattern is the backbone of the business! You must have your pattern right, your sample 

right, [otherwise] you can’t sell. [...] Therefore we have experienced garment technicians here 

and use different CAD systems such as Gerber and Lectra. [...] We have the latest versions of 

this software.” 
18

 The planning manager also points out that this service is kept in-house and 

that customers decreasingly are interested in engaging in pattern-making themselves, prefer-

ring to hand this responsibility over to suppliers. 

 

Human capital resources 

 

Skilful or experienced employee 

All firms have training within the organisation, even the smaller firms. S1 trains new workers 

and retrains them if necessary. With the non-hierarchical organisation and small firm size, S1 

allows new employees and workers to experience each department for getting to know the 

firm culture. When hiring new employees, S1 has strict policies with many interviews and 

personality tests. S2 factory workers are trained in-house with some employees as young as 

15 years old. Their designers are externally trained graduates from two-year university pro-

grams. L3 runs training sessions for machinists, operators and line supervisors with the local 

government and ensures that employees attend these classes on garment-making. They fur-

thermore have in-house schooling for the sample-making department so they, in turn, quickly 

can take over e.g. line supervision. L3 tries to delegate and train workforce from within using 

own experience before hiring. L2 has several training programs for employees. A goal with 

the training is to achieve more effective and efficient work through shorter work periods. The 

training is held together with professional companies. Interns from Istanbul Technical Univer-

sity and Marmara University are sometimes recruited after graduating. L2 says a certain level 

of skill is required to work in a factory; it is necessary to train workers. In L1’s case, employ-

ees with certain knowledge are employed; this is tested at the interview. In the factory, de-

pending on previous knowledge, the relevant job is given. 

LB argues that skill differs depending on where factories are located. In their factory towards 

Eastern Turkey, all workers are trained - none are recruited with previous skill. Closer to Is-

tanbul (Corlu), one can find plenty of skilled workers and in Egypt you have both kinds. 

 

Customer relationships 

Long-term relationships are prevalent and preferred by all interviewed firms. Many firms 

don’t even accept new customers and most firms aren’t looking for new customers either. In a 

good relationship, problems are shared with customers according to M’s CEO. Customers 

understand manufacturers’ unique situations and are mostly not interested of punishing them. 

However some customers do try to punish their suppliers and find every opportunity to do so. 

The brands doing so are well-known among Turkish apparel manufacturers. 
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S2 says that customer relationships are built with confidence and trust. Therefore the first or-

der is always small. The sportswear manufacturer LS claims that a good supplier relation is 

the most important factor for them. A new collection must be kept completely secret and 

that’s when trust becomes essential. Second most important is communication and transpar-

ency. 

The marketing manager of LB claims she doesn’t have a typical supplier-customer relation-

ship. “We are friends [and] we have fun together, this is the key.”
19

 Working with textiles will 

always mean problems at some point but it’s always important to be honest. Long-term part-

nerships and trust are the key according to LB. Their customer relationships range from 10 to 

over 20 years. When they started their factory in Egypt, they solely informed their customers 

about the capacity increase. LB desires only to grow with existing customers and don’t en-

gage in looking for new ones. As they have grown, she claims that a mutual dependency has 

been created. Today 25% of LB’s capacity is used up by M&S for whom this represents 60% 

of all their ladies wear production. “You have to be important for each other [to have a fruitful 

customer-manufacturer relationship]”
20

 

 

Supplier relationships 

M’s suppliers have been so since 25 years. Many of these have only worked for M. According 

to the CEO, their subcontractors know M’s policies and are almost completely integrated as if 

they were in-house. 

Just as they don’t prioritise their own brands among their customers, LB doesn’t prioritise 

their own mill above other suppliers. This strengthens supplier relationships. 

 

Capabilities 

 

Innovation capabilities 

Fabric R&D is an important issue for several manufacturers and is valued higher than design. 

M, the firm with large investments in fabric R&D, says that even with their degree of innova-

tion, there is a barrier when manufacturing samples of new fabric. The knit supplier may not 

be capable of the apparel manufacturers’ creations. 

L2 has a large design team. Of their total sales approximately 50% of all sold styles are own 

designs. This is among the highest of interviewed firms. For M, 80% of fabric sold to custom-

ers derives from own R&D which also is unusually high among interviewed firms. L3 also 

confirms that R&D must be in order for generating business. 
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5 Analysis 

 

The analysis consists of the findings in relation to the theoretical framework. In advance to 

the written part of the analysis, all investigated operationalisations of resources and capabili-

ties were ranked according to amount of support received from interviewees, e.g. to what ex-

tent interviewees emphasised the different investigated resources during the interviews. 

 

5.1 General background analysis 

 

As Culpan & Ekin (2009) stated, differentiation is necessary for Turkish apparel manufactur-

ers in general for being able to stay competitive. Differentiation has been observed among 

most interviewed Istanbul apparel manufacturers but as explained several times, the sample is 

small and consists of primarily larger firms. Apparel manufacturers have evidently understood 

the increased demands and acted in response to this by specializing themselves. However, 

even among larger firms, mentalities such as ‘we have no competitors’ and ‘as long as we 

please our customers, we are good’ are prevalent but not sustainable according to Collis & 

Montgomery (1995). Collis & Montgomery (1995) point out, what also can be considered to 

lie in the nature of the resource-based view that it is of utmost importance to assess resources 

in relation to competitors’ when evaluating ones’ own. Only then can ‘competitive superior-

ity’ and potential competitive advantage be reached. None of the interviewed firms claimed to 

be using or have used marketing tools to date. One of the firms, however, plans to use market 

segmentation in the near future. All others claim it’s unnecessary. As an example, in the con-

trary of crafting a differentiated strategy generating increased profits, L1 stated they need lar-

ger volumes not higher profit. This is however seemingly unrealistic with current market de-

mands and conditions within the apparel manufacturing industry of Istanbul. 

  

5.2 Strongly supported operationalisations 

5.2.1 Flexibility 

 

Flexibility depends on firm size; the larger the firm and own production, the less flexible due 

to own production. Once again this depends on what type of products are being manufactured. 

Own production may work well for the woven bottoms manufacturer L3 but not as well for 

the highly fast fashion-oriented L1 which is in need of several more specialised machines 

and/or capacity to respond to increased demands. 

In Istanbul’s apparel manufacturing industry, flexibility in capacity as well as in what a firm 

is capable of offering, is solved by either subcontracting all of production or a part of the total 

production. Several dilemmas have been found within the field of flexibility. As in L3’s case; 

the desire is to reach the highest possible quality and control by controlling each fabric roll 
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used in manufacturing as well as manufacturing all products they sell. With the demands of 

today’s customers and the fact that Turkey is increasingly becoming a key player in within 

fast fashion; a dilemma is created. However customer C also claims they would prefer as few 

subcontractors as possible and preferably only subcontractors that manufacture for them. 

As Amit & Schoemaker (1993) state, “capabilities [...] are developed over time through com-

plex interactions among firms’ resources.” According to Dess, Lumpkin & Eisner (2010), 

flexibility in manufacturing processes are considered an organisational capability meaning a 

sort of competency or skill. They are neither tangible nor intangible but among the most im-

portant aspects for firm success (Galbreath 2005). Agility leads to competitive advantage ac-

cording to Jin & Moon (2006). 

 

5.2.2 Plants and Equipment 

 

All interviewed firms, except the smallest of them all, have in-house production and therefore 

own equipment. However, they do subcontract large portions of their production for being 

able to offer flexibility. Customer C highly values Turkey for its flexibility to optimise pro-

duction at any given time. However C is less fond of suppliers using too many subcontractors 

as well as prefers supplier’s subcontractors to only work for them. According to Barney & 

Clark (2007) and Barney (1991) plants and equipment which in the case of apparel manufac-

turing can be translated to own production are considered tangible resources and therefore not 

alone lead to sustainable competitive advantage. Backward integration exists among two of 

the interviewed firms but is also considered a physical resource and therefore tangible.  

However it is not resources and capabilities alone that lead to competitive advantage. Rather a 

bundle of tangible and intangible resources as well as capabilities. 

According to C, Turkey is among the world’s three best countries in investing in new ma-

chines; both for print and qualities. Almost all have digital print machines. C finds Turkey is 

always one step ahead with machines, fabrics, and the ability of creating new print techniques. 

Quality can be increased by increased standardisation through machines. However for exam-

ple LB that primarily manufactures denim bottoms, mechanical finishing on jeans may not 

always be what the customer desires. 

 

5.2.3 Relationships 

 

All manufacturers value long-term customer relationships. Trust, which is considered an in-

tangible resource (Dess, Lumpkin & Eisner 2010) and mutual understanding are the most im-

portant keywords mentioned. Being important for each other and sharing each other’s issues 

is important as well. Barney & Clark (2007) claim informal relations within a firms’ context 
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are less tangible. Cao, Berkeley & Finlay (2014) consider relationships both to customers and 

suppliers to be fundamental resources. 

 

5.3 Medium-support operationalisations 

5.3.1 Firm culture 

 

A strong tendency of valuing employees and workers higher than profit is prevalent along 

with frequent social activities among interviewed firms. A non-hierarchical firm structure 

may be one of the causes to this (Barney 1991). Long-term employees could also be observed 

among firms. Firm culture is an intangible resource (Barney & Clark 2007). 

 

5.3.2 Skilful or experienced employee 

 

Most firms have in-house training for factory workers due to varying skill levels. This largely 

depends on the geographical position of the factory within the country according to LB. Inter-

nal learning leads to increased performance according to Schroeder, Bates & Junttila (2002). 

Skill and experience are both considered fundamental resources by Chang & Ha-Brookshire 

(2011) as well as Ha-Brookshire & Lee (2011). Furthermore, they are intangible, meaning 

they are more difficult to understand but also to imitate. 

 

5.3.3 Innovation capabilities 

 

The empirical data collected show apparel manufacturers are increasingly involved earlier in 

the creative process. This increases performance according to Schroeder, Bates & Junttila 

(2002). Istanbul’s apparel manufacturers increasingly see the need for being innovative 

through e.g. R&D. However they may be limited by their subcontractors and suppliers that 

don’t have the equipment or skill to e.g. knit a certain construction or spin a certain yarn. 

Innovation capability is both a resource and a capability (Amit &Schoemaker 1993). It is the 

fifth most common operationalisation of resources according to Newbert (2007). As can be 

found in previous research as well as in the empirical data of this thesis, apparel manufactur-

ing is truly a fast-changing industry, especially with the demands placed on Turkish apparel 

manufacturers (Tokatli). Bentley (1990) specifically points out, that firms offering innovative 

products should be more successful in fast-changing industries. As the fast-fashion customer 

C clearly states, firms without own collections to show, are not interesting to create a partner-
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ship with. Suppliers’ initiatives and suggestions in customers’ product-development processes 

lead to increased firm performance according to Schroeder, Bates and Junttila (2002). 

 

5.3.4 Delivery 

 

Manufacturers have well worked out strategies for keeping delivery times low. Subcontract-

ing is the primary attribute for shortening lead times. However, delivery times are highly de-

pendent on what type of customer an order is coming from, what type of order (repeat order 

or new order), the readiness of mills (production time of yarn or fabric) as well as how long 

the approval of samples takes. Furthermore, the strategic location of Istanbul in relation to its 

largest market Europe is highly beneficial. 

Delivery is categorised as a production capability (Chang & Ha-Brookshire 2011; Ha-

Brookshire & Lee 2011) and therefore neither intangible nor tangible. 

 

5.4 Analysis of resources and capabilities in relation to the valu-
able, rare, inimitable and non-substitutable (VRIN) framework 

 

Below, single resources and capabilities are evaluated in relation to the VRIN framework. 

However, according to Barney (1991), resources and capabilities are difficult to evaluate one 

and one. They should rather be evaluated as a whole combined in a bundle. 

 

5.4.1 Valuable 

 

Most resources that have been discussed among interviewed firms could be considered valu-

able; they exploit opportunities (Collis & Montgomery 1995) to its fullest. Istanbul apparel 

manufacturers show a high working moral and always seem to set out for satisfying all cus-

tomer needs. This has both been proven among interviewees as well as with customer C. 

Own production and equipment do not truly fulfill any of the valuable, rare, inimitable and 

non-substitutable criteria; they are also considered tangible resources. According to Collis & 

Montgomery (1995), this means they aren’t crucial for the creation of competitive advantage. 

Combined with the other resources and capabilities they may, however, be valuable. 

 

5.4.2 Rare 
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The design degree seems to be increasing due to increased support and awareness of Istanbul 

design schools. Also C claims Istanbul apparel manufacturers have a certain understanding for 

fashion that many other Far Eastern countries don't have. This could indicate the rareness of 

this resource among competing apparel manufacturers globally. 

 

5.4.3 Inimitable 

 

In terms of physical uniqueness, Turkey’s but even more Istanbul’s location in relation to its 

main market, the EU, accounts for a one of its strongest and highly inimitable resource com-

pared to competitors’ in the Far East (Collis & Montgomery 1995). A result of this is also 

short lead times. Furthermore Istanbul apparel manufacturers, enjoy physical uniqueness in 

their networks of subcontractors and through e.g. design houses/offices they can contract 

when demanded by customers as well as by being the world’s eighth largest cotton producer, 

proximity to cotton. 

In terms of ambiguity, a complex, intertwined network of subcontractors with thin firm 

boundaries can be observed among Istanbul apparel manufacturers. The organisational capa-

bility of flexibility is increased by among other factors subcontractors. Subcontracting re-

sponds to and settles customer needs. This means less own production and equipment result-

ing in a higher efficiency. This can be measured in terms of annual turnover per employee. 

The organisational capability of flexibility can therefore be considered valuable. 

In terms of social complexity, long-term relationships and firm culture account for good ex-

amples. This type of resource is especially significant in creating sustainable competitive ad-

vantage (Barney 1991 as interpreted by Dess, Lumpkin & Eisner 2010). 

Lastly, in terms of path dependency, the categories skilful/experienced employee as well as 

innovation capabilities can be considered capabilities that have been shaped over time in a 

specific firm context. They are therefore difficult for competitors to imitate (Dess, Lumpkin & 

Eisner 2010). 

 

5.4.4 Non-substitutable 

 

Even with Istanbul-based apparel manufacturers’ competitive bundle of resources and capa-

bilities, a conclusion can’t be drawn here. E.g. Chinese apparel manufacturers don’t have the 

same proximity to their largest export markets as Turkey. However, they have lower wages. 

All countries’ apparel manufacturing industries have their own competitive advantages and 

perhaps complement each other more than anything. Once again as M’s CEO brilliantly 

stated: “China is a big supermarket, we are the [convenience store].” 
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6 Conclusion 

 

The purpose of this thesis was to investigate what resources and capabilities are deployed by 

interviewed Istanbul-based firms as well as find the proportion between tangible, intangible 

and organizational capabilities among the strongest supported resources and capabilities. 

Lastly it was evaluated to what extent resources and capabilities fulfill the criteria of valuable, 

rare, inimitable and non-substitutable. 

The interviewed apparel manufacturers of Istanbul showed a varied and well-assorted bundle 

of resources and capabilities. It must however be kept in mind that the sample consisted of 

well-established firms, where some even could be considered best practice-firms. 

Among the resources that received most support, only plants and equipment were of tangible 

nature meaning that the interviewed Istanbul apparel manufacturers value and exploit primar-

ily intangible resources and capabilities in their operations. The intangible resource that re-

ceived most support were relationships and the capability with strongest support turned out to 

be flexibility. Following these are the resources and capabilities with medium support. First 

off are the intangible resources firm culture and skilful/experienced employee. The capabili-

ties that received equal support were innovative capabilities and delivery. Excluded in the 

analysis were the resources and capabilities that received least support; fashion degree/own 

collection/pattern-making as well as quality. Still with this competitive bundle of resources 

and capabilities sales are decreasing and the total production volume has decreased as sourc-

ing strategies have changed and wages and costs increased. As an example, customer C would 

manufacture all their apparel in Turkey if it weren’t for the high prices of manufactured 

goods. 

Culpan & Ekin (2009), stated a low cost strategy isn’t appropriate for Istanbul apparel 

manufacturers. An analysis using a resource-based view would suggest firms to find the gap 

between identified resources and capabilities as well as improve and upgrade those resources 

and capabilities that best can be exploited relative to market opportunities. Additionally to this, 

according to the Valuable, Rare, Inimitable and Non-substitutable-framework, a firm should 

focus on particularly including intangible, rare and inimitable resources and capabilities for 

sustainable competitive advantage. However, the efforts in doing so may be in vain. As the 

CEO of M brilliantly stated, that “China is a big super market [and] [...] [Turkey] [...] the 

[convenience store]”, E.g. Chinese apparel manufacturers have found certain resources and 

capabilities that substitute Turkish ones, allowing them to offer similar goods in large 

volumes for a lower total price. The most lead time sensitive products are then manufactured 

in Turkey. This is where it’s important to take in account, what LB's marketing manager 

pointed out that there are different methods for calculating margin. One is sales price 

subtracted by purchase price, the other is the difference between if you make an order in 

Turkey as opposed to in Bangladesh leading to smaller stocks due to shorter lead times and 

less markdowns. The differences may not that large; customer C similarly mentioned that they 

have been evaluating larger orders in Turkey on certain knitwear and that they have ended up 

with a similar price as when manufacturing in the Far East. However, it would require a 

change of mind and business models among countless fashion brands if Turkey ever should 

reach the same volumes that once were. 
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So is it significant to study Istanbul apparel manufacturers using a resource-based view? The 

analysis shows that a large part of resources and capabilities are intangible resources as well 

as capabilities however to what extent they are ‘strategically valuable’ or could lead to a sus-

tainable competitive advantage can be only be speculated upon. In theory all of the criteria 

valuable, rare, inimitable and non-substitutable must be fulfilled and one can only speculate if 

they are. The findings shows that Istanbul manufacturers naturally have a sense for fashion 

and that they perhaps are harder-working than other competing nations’ apparel manufactur-

ers. They can only difficultly be imitated for their geographical location, complex network of 

subcontractors, long-term relationships and their innovational capabilities. However, the end 

product that is shipped to customers by e.g. Chinese apparel manufacturers may be so similar 

to Turkish goods in different aspects that resources and capabilities are sufficiently substituta-

ble. This could prove that the resource-based view isn’t a significant framework for investi-

gating apparel manufacturers’ competitiveness compared to those of other nations. Perhaps, as 

previously stated, the apparel manufacturers of different nations together in a strategically 

composed supplier network are what for the customer creates most value. 

 

6.1 Firm recommendations 

 

Having analyzed the findings in relation to a resource-based view as well as applying these to 

the Valuable, Rare, Inimitable and Non-substitutable framework the following 

recommendations were produced. 

 

7.1.1 Increasing productivity by larger turnover/employee 

 

In figure 2, a comparison of firms’ productivity (turnover/employee) can be found. S1, with a 

monthly volume of approx. 41 700 pieces, is considerably smaller than L1 with a monthly 

volume of 200 000 pieces, but has an annual turnover/employee of approximately € 215 000. 

This is more than doubled that of L1. L1 has annual sales of above € 25 million and S1 have 

annual sales of above € 9 million. The key to a high productivity seems to lie in finding the 

correct ratio between in-house activities and subcontractors in these times of faster and faster 

fashion. Subcontracting a large part of production gives a high turnover/employee.  

 

7.1.2 Quality 

 

Firms must take responsibility for what they manufacture at all times. Customer C’s largest 

reason of ending a supplier is the quality problem. Firms showed a varying concern of quality 

and the ones showing the greatest concern are those forced to follow the quality control sys-

tem of their customers. In some cases even employees or workers of the customers actively 
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worked as part of this system ensuring quality. Firms that don’t have an own developed quali-

ty control system should urgently consider one and the initiative for this should be coming 

from them. Furthermore quality control must exist frequently within the manufacturing pro-

cess as a precautionary measure, not as a reaction to discovering faults. Lastly cutting, ironing 

and packing are activities that must be kept in-house for maximum quality and control. 

 

7.1.3 Design, pattern-making and an own collection 

 

Fast fashion customer C only works with suppliers that can show an own collection and there-

fore have a design function as well as R&D within the firm. As many manufacturers argue, 

Turkey is the main country for fast fashion and therefore all manufacturers should to some 

extent be adapted to the demands that are asked. Lastly, pattern-making should be available to 

customers. According to L3, customers are increasingly interested of outsourcing this func-

tion. 

 

7.1.4 Considering an own brand 

 

As previously stated, the prices of Istanbul apparel goods are high. This may suggest that ap-

parel manufacturers have to either specialize their offerings or consider creating an own brand 

for increasing their profit. The highly fast-fashion oriented L1 wrongly claims they need more 

orders. A cost advantage isn’t in itself a sustainable alternative to creating competitive advan-

tage (Barney 1991). Neither is it possible to compete against fundamentally lower wages of 

far-east countries (Culpan & Ekin 2009). Istanbul apparel manufacturers should therefore 

consider establishing own brands. Many manufacturers are not strangers to this thought but 

they are aware of the new operations, people, strategies and large investments that this would 

incur.  

 

7.2 Future research 

 

This thesis was conducted on primarily larger firms but the objective was initially to study 

small firms which according to Culpan & Ekin (2009) to a larger extent lack managerial skill 

compared to larger firms. Findings show that larger firms have lost a great amount of sales 

and decreased their total production volume while exhibiting a highly competitive bundle of 

resources. Although I am critical to the meaningfulness of such a study, it would be interest-

ing to use the same methodology and theoretical framework on a sample consisting of small 

apparel manufacturers. 
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If Turkish apparel manufacturers chose to invest and upgrade resources and capabilities for 

best exploiting them in relation to external opportunities it would be interesting to investigate 

what the effect of this would have on customers, keeping in mind the uneven division of pow-

er between manufacturers and their customers. Tokatli (2007) calls this assymetrical power 

relations. 

Perhaps most interesting is however to investigate the extent to which Turkish apparel manu-

facturers engage in and are capable of upgrading their business models and offering design, 

innovation and eventually creating own brands as suggested in previous research (Jin & Moon 

2006; Lau, To, Zhang & Chen 2009; Mastamet-Mason & Kachieng'a 2009). 
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Appendix 1. Categorisation of Resources and Capabilities 

 

Dimensions of manufacturing strategy 

Scholars Dimensions 

Chang & Ha-Brookshire 2011; 

Ha-Brookshire & Lee 2011 

(Quick delivery). 

Lin, Moore, Kincade & Avery 

(2002) (Delivery: speed and cus-

tomer service). 

 

 

 Delivery (Production capability) 

o (Quick delivery) 

 (Delivery time) 

 (Dependability) 

 

Lin, Moore, Kincade & Avery 

(2002) (Conformance to cus-

tomer’s needs). 

Cao, Berkeley & Finlay (2014); 

Chang & Ha-Brookshire (2011) 

(Quality control).  

 Quality 

o (Quality control) 

 

Cao, Berkeley & Finlay (2004) 

(Strategic adaptability). Jin & 

Moon (2006) (agility). Amit & 

Schoemaker (1993) (Product de-

velopment cycle flexibility) 

 Flexibility (Managerial process) 

o (Strategic adaptability) 

 (Flexibility, e.g. agility and quick re-

sponse) 

 (Product development cycle flexibility) 

 (Minimum volume) 

 

Physical resources 

 

Scholars Resources 

Barney (1991) (Plants).  Plants 

o (Factories) 

 

Barney & Clark (2007); Amit & 

Schoemaker (1993). (Equipment). 
 Equipment 

 (Technology) 
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Organizational resources 

 

Scholars Resources 

Barney (1991) (Firm culture).  Firm culture 

 

Chang & Ha-Brookshire’s (2011) 

(Fashion degree). 
 Fashion degree 

 

-  Own collection 

 

-  Pattern-making 

 

Chang & Ha-Brookshire (2011) 

(Product breadth). 
 Product breadth 

o (width/depth) 

 

Human capital resources 

 

Scholars Resources 

Cao, Berkeley & Finlay’s (2014); 

Chang & Ha-Brookshire (2011); 

Ha-Brookshire & Lee (2011) 

(Skilled worker). 

Amit & Schoemaker (1993); 

Barney (1991) (Training); Schroe-

der, Bates and Junttila (2002) (In-

ternal learning). 

Chang & Ha-Brookshire (2011) 

(Experienced employee). 

 

 Skilful or experienced employee 

o Training 

 (Training with and/or without firm) 

  (Worker training programs) 

o Experience of employees. 

 

Amit & Schoemaker (1993); 

Barney (1991) (Relationships). 
 Relationships 

o Supplier relationships 
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Cao, Berkeley & Finlay (2014); 

Chang & Ha-Brookshire (2011) 

(Supplier relationship). 

Cao, Berkely & Finlay (2014) 

(Customer relationship). Barney & 

Clark (2007) (Informal relations 

within a firm and between others 

in the firm environment). 

 (How many years and how are they 

maintained?) 

o Customer relationships 

 (How many years and how are they 

maintained?) 

 How are the informal relations within 

the firm? 

 How maintained? 

 

Capabilities 

 

Scholars Capabilities 

Amit & Schoemaker (1993) (Re-

sponsiveness to market trends). 
 Responsiveness to market trends 

o Intro: (What are your greatest challenges?) 

o Intro: (How have you noticed changed demands 

and market conditions internationally?) 

o (How do you adapt to changed demands and 

conditions (e.g. fast fashion? 

o (How many suppliers and how many subcontrac-

tors?) 

Amit & Schoemaker (1993); Bent-

ley (1990) (Innovation capabili-

ties). 

1. Innovation capabilities 

o (What is the total ratio of sold products between 

your own collection and customer’s specifica-

tions?) 

o (What kinds of suppliers and subcontractors do 

you have? 

 (For what activities/goods?) 

o (Specialisation) 

 (How are you unique?) 

o Research & Development (R&D) 

 

Ha-Brookshire & Lee (2011) 

(Service, Customer satisfaction). 
 Market management capability 

o (Service) 

 (before/after purchase) 

o (Customer satisfaction) 
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Appendix 2. Empirical support of Resources and Capabilities 

 

Dimensions of manufacturing strategy 

Scholars Dimensions Empirical support (ranging from – to +++) 

Chang & Ha-Brookshire 2011; Ha-Brookshire 

& Lee 2011 (Quick delivery). 

Lin, Moore, Kincade & Avery (2002) (Delivery: 

speed and customer service). 

 

 

Delivery (Production capability) 

 (Quick delivery) 

o (Delivery time) 

o (Dependability) 

 

  Subcontracting +++ 

  Proximity to own factory + 

 Warehousing at location of head office ++ 

Lin, Moore, Kincade & Avery (2002) (Confor-

mance to customer’s needs). 

Cao, Berkeley & Finlay (2014); Chang & Ha-

Brookshire (2011) (Quality control).  

Quality 

 (Quality control) 

 

  Own quality control system ++ 

 Independent of factory, quality control team 

++ 

o  For each department + 

  Having an independent cross-checking team 

(LB) ++ 

 Cutting, ironing and packaging in-house ++ 

  Manufacturing without subcontracting - 



V 

 

  Controlling each purchased fabric roll in 

own laboratory + 

  Using solely automatic cutting machines 

Cao, Berkeley & Finlay (2004) (Strategic 

adaptability). Jin & Moon (2006) (agility). Amit 

& Schoemaker (1993) (Product development 

cycle flexibility) 

Flexibility (Managerial process) 

 (Strategic adaptability) 

o (Flexibility, e.g. agility and quick 

response) 

o (Product development cycle flexi-

bility) 

o (Minimum volume) 

 

 Amount of subcontractors used +++ 

 Firm size +++ 

 Customer demands (many samples, few 

samples)++ 

 Product development cycle flexibility 

o Customer relationship + 

o Autonomy in product approval + 

Physical resources 

 

Scholars Resources Empirical support 

Barney (1991) (Plants). Plants 

 (Factories) 

 

 Own production +++ 

 Backward integration +- 

 Fabric mills (L2, LB) +- 

Barney & Clark (2007); Amit & Schoemaker 

(1993). (Equipment). 
Equipment  The newest technology +++ 



VI 

 

 (Technology) 

 

 Own machines +++ 

Organizational resources 

 

Scholars Resources Empirical support 

Barney (1991) (Firm culture). Firm culture 

 

 Valuing own people ++ 

o Employee ceremony + 

 Working for the country + 

 Social activities ++ 

 Non-hierarchical organisations ++ 

 Loyal employees + 

o Long-time employees + 

Chang & Ha-Brookshire’s (2011) (Fashion de-

gree). 
Fashion degree 

 

 Designers +(-) ? 

 Design houses or offices +(+) ? 

- Own collection 

 

 Own collection + 



VII 

 

- Pattern-making 

 

 CAD-software + 

 Garment technicians + 

Chang & Ha-Brookshire (2011) (Product 

breadth). 
Product breadth 

 (width/depth) 

 

Product breadth - 

Human capital resources 

 

Scholars Resources Empirical support 

Cao, Berkeley & Finlay’s (2014); Chang & Ha-

Brookshire (2011); Ha-Brookshire & Lee 

(2011) (Skilled worker). 

Amit & Schoemaker (1993); Barney (1991) 

(Training); Schroeder, Bates and Junttila (2002) 

(Internal learning). 

Chang & Ha-Brookshire (2011) (Experienced 

employee). 

 

Skilful or experienced employee 

 Training 

o (Training with and/or without firm) 

o (Worker training programs) 

 Experience of employees. 

 

 In-house training +++ 

o  Machinists and operators + 

o Line supervisors ++ 

o In-house training with internal dele-

gation + 

 External training ++ 

o Cooperation with government + 

o Cooperation with universities + 

 Experience +++ 



VIII 

 

 Skill (+)- 

o University education ++ 

o Factory location +++ 

 Interviews ++ 

Personality tests + 

Amit & Schoemaker (1993); Barney (1991) 

(Relationships). Cao, Berkeley & Finlay (2014); 

Chang & Ha-Brookshire (2011) (Supplier rela-

tionship). 

Cao, Berkely & Finlay (2014) (Customer rela-

tionship). Barney & Clark (2007) (Informal 

relations within a firm and between others in the 

firm environment). 

Relationships 

 Supplier relationships 

o (How many years and how are they 

maintained?) 

o Customer relationships 

 (How many years and how 

are they maintained?) 

 How are the informal rela-

tions within the firm? 

 How maintained? 

 

 Customer relationships +++ 

o Long-term partnership +++ 

o Trust ++ 

o Mutual understanding ++ 

o Communication + 

o Transparency + 

o Friend relation +- 

o Mutual dependency + 

o Growing together + 

 

 Supplier relationships + 

Treating all suppliers equally + 



IX 

 

Capabilities 

 

Scholars Capabilities Empirical support 

Amit & Schoemaker (1993); Bentley (1990) 

(Innovation capabilities). 
Innovation capabilities 

 (What is the total ratio of sold products be-

tween your own collection and customer’s 

specifications?) 

 (What kinds of suppliers and subcontractors 

do you have? 

o (For what activities/goods?) 

 (Specialisation) 

o (How are you unique?) 

 Research & Development 

 

 Creativity/capabilities of suppliers + 

 Responsibility shift, customersupplier (al-

lowing creativity) + ? 

 Fabric R&D ++ 

 Design team +(-) 

 Own collection +(-) 

Ha-Brookshire & Lee (2011) (Service, Cus-

tomer satisfaction). 
Market management capability 

 (Service) 

o (Before/after purchase) 

 (Customer satisfaction) 

 Manufacturer’s will ? 

 Supplier feedback on orders +(+) 

 Customer service ++(+) 

 Claims ++(+) 
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